Nov. 27 – Message Board Thread Reply

Apparently, instead of replying to the docs I posted, Pach has decided to setup a message board thread instead of replying to what I wrote. And once again, he is dance around the facts I present and continue to ensure that his statements are correct, even though he has presented no evidence to support anything he has said.

Personally, I found the thread interesting. It starts as a “I hate you Andy” type of thread and evolves to a more human discussion. (No thanks to Pach, but rather the SC board members.) There are things I would like to clarify that Pach said.  My comments are in bold.

We will start with the following thread. Here, Pach makes a series of one-line statements to say why “I am an asshole” or something. However, he fails to provide any evidence or reasoning to back-up his claims. What is sad is not only his post, but the fact that some people actually believe him.



PACHUKA Posted: Nov 23 2002, 03:04 PM 

my reasons: 
his lies about my criminal record

*sigh* You are never going to admit it, will you? I will repeat this once last time for the reader’s benefit:

Back in the late 1990’s, Pach formed SonicCult. One day, after running his site for some time, he stopped updating and vanished. I found it odd because his site was not on “Geocities” but rather on what appeared to be a private server. I doubt someone would bother getting a website setup on his or her own server or someone else’s server if they were not sincere in running their project. After all, why go through all the trouble?  But yet, his site suddenly stopped dead in its tracks one day.

After about a year of not making a post, he returned. He first post back was along the lines of “Sorry for not updating. I was away in prison for a few months. I guess that is what you get for stealing a car.” 

Given the nature of the Internet, people have the tendency to get comfortable in talking openly about themselves on the computer. However, many people seem to forget that they are not just talking to a “box”, but that they are talking to anyone on the Internet willing to listen. Pach spoke openly and frankly about his crime. His did his time and he accepted it and that is what he wrote.  What Pach did might have been unwise, but it is nature for any human.
 
Pach says it’s a lie, but yet he admitted to the crime earlier on his site, as shown here:

http://ssrg.emulationzone.org/sections/pachuka/oct-8-2002.rtf

his lies about saxman

I will direct people to http://ssrg.emulationzone.org/sections/saxman  for the full story on Saxman and state that I did not make-up any lies about Saxman. 

his lies about how I asked ssrg members for thier passwords

Hmm, really? Again, I would like to invite people to read http://ssrg.emulationzone.org/sections/pachuka/oct-8-2002.rtf , specifically where I say:

* Sigh *. Really? I find it all too interesting that the news page gets erased with text talking about male penises (which is a trademark topic for you, for some reason,) at the same time when you sent me an AIM saying “I own you”.

BTW, the text that Pach posted was this,  repeat 219 times:
YOU SUCK COCK PEEN FACE YOU SUCK COCK PEEN FACE<BR>

The following are other lines of text that he wrote:

BIG FAG ASS WHO RUNS THIS SITE
'Zone Nowl Accepts GIANT MALE PENIS
EAT MY BALLS ASSHOLE
I AM AN ASSHOLE WITH A COCK UP ME, ITS BLACK 
THE BLACK MAN LOVER WHO RUNS THIS SITE
YES GIANT BLACK COCK FOR ALL

Sure sounds like Pach’s month going off.
 
his lies about how I posted lewd stuff on the SSRG main pahe (@ times in fact, one of them he blamed on sax)

Boy, you are a bad liar, Pach. I just proved otherwise above. As for Saxman, he  admitted on your very own board that he edited my post to point to his document. As a matter of fact, I here’s proof.
 
saxman



Group: Members
Posts: 74
Joined: May 2002
file_0.bin


Posted: Aug. 21 2002,02:17
  file_1.bin



file_2.wmf


I modified Andy's news post on SSRG to include an extra little line that included a link to my official statement as well, but he apparently took it out. It's apparently ok for him to rename my pages and put up his own text, but yet I can't insert a tiny line on his..... o_O

Anyhow, since I can't post this at SSRG, SHaC, or Area 51, I'm posting it here. My official statement is available at http://emucult.joffeman.com/sonic_cult/Conflict.txt 


Caught ya lying red handed, Pach.

His lies about how he made the sonic lock-on guide (Which was pieced together from information stolen from Archaic Ruins (The largest site at the time that he claimed credit for thier work)

God Pach, you must be despite if you are making-up some really bad lies like that.  Sometimes I wonder if you have a conscience, because this is a flat out lie. 

I wrote the first version of the S&K lock-on technology hacking guide back in 1996 or 1997.  The site op of Archaic Ruins took the document I wrote, spell checked it, and added two images. He even quotes the author at the top of the document:

NO CARRIER has written the following instructions of which I have gramatically corrected =). The kid can't spell or write, but he sure is enthusiastic! =)

 (The full document can be found in the corresponding sub-section of the “Pachuka” page.)

Now, who is NO CARRIER? Why, that would be me! I’ve had alias the NO CARRIER before that document was written, heck as far back as the BBS days. (Pre-Internet) I still use the alias in the final version of the S&K Lock-On technology hacking guide. It’s even my AIM screen name. Furthermore, people who knew me back in the days know that I sucked at spelling. (And I still do.)

Pach, if you are going to make-up lies about me, at least try harder! 

His lies about how I steal peoples work then deny it (I never deny stealing people's work)

A direct quote from “about” page on your site:

Q: You take quite a bit of material from other sites, don't you find that disrespectful?
A: Yep. Do I care? Nope. If you don't want your material on other people's sites, don't post it. The only thing I don't agree with stealing is entire pages word for word.

Enough said.

and basicly his lies.

Really? I’ve proven that what you said about me is a big fat lie. I even have evidence to back-up my claims. You have yet to produce any real evidence against me.


PACHUKA Posted: Nov 23 2002, 05:36 PM
the ssrg isn't amazing, the people who are hosted there are. 

Hmm, uniting the Sonic Hacking Community. I don’t know, that is not a small feat.

I've seen tons of talented people come and go over the years there. However, the ssrg is nothing more then frontend to those sites. (At least until andy steals thier content for himself)

I just love how he claims that I steal other people’s work while at the same time he steals content from other sites.


PACHUKA Posted: Nov 24 2002, 06:55 PM 

this is great. I'm really glad I'm not alone on this. I'm getting a bit tired of him making up stuff about me. I'm just glad someone finally devoted a page to me, as I am well deserving ;)

The greatest part is, I know he's reading this thread. I know he sees all this. And I know he'll say "oh, someone sent me the url on AIM", but in reality, he's bookmarked this site, and he visits here a couple times a day, in hopes that he can catch me up to one of my little pranks, so he can do damage control with that pathetic subsection devoted to me. 

And he will never admit it or directly reply. Because he's a big puss.

I don’t know, I consider this document a fairly lengthy, and well detailed, reply. 
*edit *Furthermore, you are talking about it on your message board. *end edit*



PACHUKA Posted: Nov 25 2002, 03:12 PM  
he also credits Dirk of all people for fringing the sonic 2 prototype. What a load of shit.  

Yep. Andre Dirk obtained the physical Sonic 2 BETA cartridge months before Simon found the ROM online. Andre also posted in-game images from his Sonic 2 BETA cartridge a few months before Simon Wai found the ROM image online. Date wise, Andre joined SSRG in Oct. of 1998. Simon discovered the ROM in either late Dec 1998 or early 1999.

If I am not mistaken, Simon admits to searching the web for the ROM image of the game because he did not want to pay Andre’s insanely high price for the CART ($100 I believe.)


** Edit **

Simon Wai later replied and said this

Simon Wai Posted: Nov 27 2002, 02:25 PM 

First to everyone, I'm sorry if it seems like I keep stealing the spotlight (not my intent), but Andy made some inacurrate information about me that was passed as fact and I'd like to clarify. 
QUOTE 
As a matter of fact, Simon admits to searching the web for the ROM image of the game because he did not want to pay Andre’s insanely high price for the ROM. ($100 I believe.) [emphasis added]
I searched for the ROM because I saw a request on a usenet newsgroup. I don't think Andre was selling the cart when I was looking for the ROM. Even if he was, I wouldn't buy his cart anyway regardless of the price, since I no longer had a MegaDrive or Super Magic Drive. So it's unlikely that I "admitted" the above; perhaps you interpreted my meaning wrong (I did say the cart was expensive tho).

I know Andre was selling the cart before the ROM was discovered, because he offered to sell it to me for like $80. I declined because my car needed repairs. I would not have even considered the offer if the ROM was floating around for free. 

I know Andre said or claimed that Simon found the ROM because he did not want to pay the high price. I could have sworn that Simon confirmed this later on a message board.  It was years ago, so I’ll leave it at that.

In any event, I don’t want to drag this on. My original point was Andre Dirk was the first to approach the Community with the cartridge in hand, with proof to back-up his claims. Therefore, Pach’s claim that I am lying about who made the “prototype discovery” is an utter lie.

** end edit **



I wasn’t going to add this, but I figure I should

PACHUKA Posted: Nov 26 2002, 06:09 PM
first random thing out of my head: twat waffles. Thank you. 

Do you even know what “waffles” mean? If not, I suggest you look it up. Honestly, I don’t think you do, otherwise you won’t be dancing around and avoiding what I say (IE waffle) because you know it’s the truth.


PACHUKA Posted: Nov 27 2002, 01:09 PM 

Our friend updated, told you he's read this thread :)

And to clear this up, Let me post the true nature of my criminal record.

A year or so back I did something that got me thrown in jail. I did 4 months, simply because of the time it takes to deal with everything, I was sentanced, and released no too long afterwards with a harsh warning. I never did any prison time. Andy likes to misuse the word jail with prison because he likes to #1 lie, #2 make things out to be worse then they are.

Jail,  prison, everyone can agree that the connotational definition of these words are “a place of confinement for committing a crime.” Lets look at the denotational definition at http://www.m-w.com  Hmm. They both mean a place of confinement.  I will admit one thing that is new to me, jail is for “minor crimes”,  and prison for “serious crimes”. Ok, you got me there. I thought jail and prison were synonymies and could be used in place of the other.  My bad.

Regardless, you went to jail for several months. I highly doubt it was minor else you would only be in there for the night, or a week at most.

#1 lie
Me lying? You’re the one that is making a steady streams of lies to make himself feel important. Heck, I proven in this document about the lies you have said about me.

#2 make things out to be worse then they are.
Jail, prison, either way you were locked-up for several months. Again, you don’t get locked-up in jail for months on end for doing something minor. 

Here's where the fun part comes in! After I was let go, I continued to try to make the most humor out of the issue as possible. My roomate, who co-operates cultchyldren.com with me, started posting every few days about how I was doing, and what charges I was facing. The funny part was, we talked daily on the phone making up stuff that I was in for. One day it was grand theft auto, one day it was robbery, etc. So we continued to make these really funny and fucked up stories to put on the site. Andy appearently read one of them, took it for fact, and used it to smear me.

I will refer to people to the top of this document in regards to the post that Pach made about his jail time and other related info.

I did explain the whole thing to him before, but he basicly said "yeah, uh huh, suuuuuuuuuure, I believe you". Andy will believe what he wants to believe. Dispite what the truth is. And to top it off, I think he believes himself, which is very saddening.

First you say you never when to jail, then you said you did. Why should anyone believe you? You are inconsistent, unreliable and poorly behaved. You couldn’t behave yourself on the Area51 MB. You do evil things to people for your own amusement, (which you admitted to on your very own board.) You surely don’t set an example to the community and your site looks like it was written by either a 12-year old that just learned a few curse words or a pot head.

The real reason I went to jail? I stole a german panzer tank from a museum and drove it through 15 houses.  ;)

Edited by PACHUKA - Nov 27 2002, 01:33 PM

* sigh* Come-on, tell us the truth. Let’s just get it out once and for all Pach.  



PACHUKA Posted: Nov 27 2002, 02:05 PM 

I found it amusing that he actually went through the process to add his name to a page he had saved. (My guess whould be that was the copy he saved so he could steal the info later)

I find it assuming that Pach is trying to fabricate a lie about a hacking guide that I am clearly the author of.  Furthermore, it’s a hacking guide that I wrote years ago. All Pach is doing is demonstrating how he fabricates lies. He’s literarily shooting himself in the foot.





PACHUKA Posted: Nov 27 2002, 02:27 PM 

Can someone please do my a favor? I need someone to look through that site, all the documents, etc. to see what he's talking about?

I keep seeing the same stuff over and over again: 
#1 proof of actions I deny, Which I can't seem to find

#2 catching me in lies, that I can't seem to find

The information is neatly present ed for him on http://ssrg.emulationzone.org/sections/pachuka,  yet he claims he can’t find the docs. If he can read this doc, then all he has to do is start at the top of this document. 

mostly it's the same crap over and over, I'm beginning to wonder where all this evidence is. I think he just keeps linking to other documents so people read more PACHUKA bashing stuff =\

I'm starting to find this less and less humorous, because I'm slowly realizing he actually believes himself. That kinda makes me feel bad for the guy.

Clearly, we see Pach in a state of denial about the evidence presented against him. The evidence clearly illustrates that Pach is lying, yet he wants to brush it all aside as if it never occurred. His defense is to make-up more lies, which only makes matters worse for him. 

  
In conclusion, I just want to state that I highly doubt Pach is going to reply to this document. If anything, Pach is going to generate a brand new pack of lies about me to encourage people to ignore this doc.  Oh well, I’ll be here to counter his claims, yet again, sadly.



Saxman somehow wondered into this thread. I don’t want to hold a grudge against him, but I am going to reply to what he wrote, just to make my point. My reply is in bold. 

I just want to refer the reader to http://ssrg.emulationzone.org/sections/saxman for more information regarding Saxman, SSRG and other related stories.

saxman Posted: Nov 24 2002, 01:12 AM 
 
QUOTE (PACHUKA @ Nov 23 2002, 12:36 PM)
the ssrg isn't amazing, the people who are hosted there are. 

I've seen tons of talented people come and go over the years there. However, the ssrg is nothing more then frontend to those sites. (At least until andy steals thier content for himself)

EXACTLY! That's what I've been saying for a long time. The people there make that site look good. I made the mistake of supporting it to my best of ability. I advertised like crazy, had a bunch of projects that I made exclusive to SSRG, and all kinds of stuff. I was stupid to believe that I wasn't being used. 

My goodness. Saxman knows that my objectives with SSRG were, and still are:

1) Keep the hacking community together 
2) Give Credit to where it is due

I ask for nothing in return, other than the knowledge that I helped someone. 

It shows that I was indeed being used when I left -- then he begged me to come back because he was too lazy to do anything to help his own site. Eventually, when the sites go, SSRG is left with nothing.

I begged him to stay because I wanted to leave SSRG. I knew I no longer had the spark to keep SSRG alive. Furthermore, I want to hand over full control of SSRG to Saxman, yet he rejected. I don’t see how Saxman can say that I am out to steal his content if I was going to literally hand over SSRG to him.
 

It's the people that have done the work 'for' Andy that makes it look good. Andy has done only a small portion of the work at SSRG. Yet, he looks high and mighty simply because he's 'hosting' those people. I'll never make that mistake again =P 

I don’t claim myself to be “high and mighty”. If people do, it is not because that I can host people. Practically every ISP gives free ad-free webspace. Furthermore, there are servers like Geocities that give out free space as well. If anything, people respect me for what I did to unite this community and bring people together. My strategy was to unite people together under one website so we could make a more notable presence out on the web. If people thought it was a bad idea, then why did they join? Why are people still asking to join or be hosted to this day?


saxman Posted: Nov 25 2002, 01:51 AM 
 
I don't like to go into this "fight-against-Andy" talk all the time -- I like to stay away from this stuff, but sometimes it just feels better to say some things. So here's something to note:

http://ssrg.emulationzone.org/sections/staff/staff.htm

Of all the time I spent helping SSRG, do you see me on there under the "Noted Past Members" part? Don't think so. He accuses Pachuka of not crediting -- hell, this is a PERFECT example that goes against what Andy said himself.

First off, the staff page clearly states that this page is out of date and that it may never be update. I honestly can care less about that page because I plan to use a script to generate the page on the fly as I do on Emulinks.com
Second, you were removed from the staff page because of what happened between SSRG and SHaC. Why should you be a “noted” past staff member for what you did to me?
Third, all your content, including your hacking guides, are gone. There is nothing to credit you with, with the exception of maybe a few button icons. 




